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B a r y o n s c a n n o w b e 
constructed from quarks by 
using the combinations qqq, 
qqqqq, etc, while mesons are 
made out of qq, qqqq, etc.
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Experiments

In sum L >1552 fb-1   
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For 10 years thanks to the successful operation of B-factories 
and world largest accumulated statistics, Belle and BaBar

 

have 
observed a number of new states. All these discoveries 
drastically changed the charmonium landscape. 

 𝑒 𝑒 → 𝜋± 𝐷𝐷∗ ∓ at 4.26 GeV 
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X(3872)
First observed by Belle in 2003 using the decay B→(J/ψππ)K and has now 
been seen by 6 experiments (Belle, BaBar, CDF, D0, LHCb, CMS). 

The X is seen in both B decays and in prompt pp and pp production.

well as the specific ionization in the CDC. This classi-
fication is superseded if the track is identified as a lepton:
electrons are identified by the presence of a matching
ECL cluster with energy and transverse profile consistent
with an electromagnetic shower; muons are identified by
their range and transverse scattering in the KLM.

For the B! K!!!"J= study we use events that have
a pair of well identified oppositely charged electrons or
muons with an invariant mass in the range 3:077<
M‘!‘" < 3:117 GeV, a loosely identified charged kaon,
and a pair of oppositely charged pions. In order to reject
background from " conversion products and curling
tracks, we require the !!!" invariant mass to be greater
than 0.4 GeV. To reduce the level of e!e" ! q !qq (q #
u; d; s, or c quark) continuum events in the sample, we
also require R2 < 0:4, where R2 is the normalized Fox-
Wolfram moment [8], and j cos#Bj< 0:8, where #B is the
polar angle of the B-meson direction in the CM frame.

Candidate B! ! K!!!!"J= mesons are recon-
structed using the energy difference "E $ ECM

B "
ECM
beam and the beam-energy constrained mass
Mbc $

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

%ECM
beam&2 " %pCM

B &2
q

, where ECM
beam is the beam

energy in the CM system, and ECM
B and pCM

B are the
CM energy and momentum of the B candidate. The sig-
nal region is defined as 5:271 GeV<Mbc < 5:289 GeV
and j"Ej< 0:030 GeV.

Figure 1(a) shows the distribution of "M $
M%!!!"‘!‘"& "M%‘!‘"& for events in the "E-Mbc
signal region. Here a large peak corresponding to  0 !
!!!"J= is evident at 0.589 GeV. In addition, there is a
significant spike in the distribution at 0.775 GeV.
Figure 1(b) shows the same distribution for a large sample
of generic B- !BB Monte Carlo (MC) events. Except for the
prominent  0 peak, the distribution is smooth and fea-
tureless. In the rest of this Letter we use M%!!!"J= &
determined from "M!MJ= , whereMJ= is the PDG [9]
value for the J= mass. The spike at "M # 0:775 GeV
corresponds to a mass near 3872 MeV.

We make separate fits to the data in the  0

(3580 MeV<M!!!"J= < 3780 MeV) and the M #

3872 MeV (3770 MeV<M!!!"J= < 3970 MeV) re-
gions using a simultaneous unbinned maximum likeli-
hood fit to the Mbc, "E, and M!!!"J= distributions [10].
For the fits, the probability density functions (PDFs) for
the Mbc and M!!!"J= signals are single Gaussians; the
"E signal PDF is a double Gaussian composed of a
narrow ‘‘core’’ and a broad ‘‘tail.’’ The background
PDFs for "E and M!!!"J= are linear functions, and
the Mbc background PDF is the ARGUS threshold func-
tion [11]. For the  0 region fit, the peak positions and
widths of the three signal PDFs, the "E core fraction, as
well as the parameters of the background PDFs, are left as
free parameters. The values of the resolution parameters
that are returned by the fit are consistent with MC-based
expectations. For the fit to theM # 3872 MeV region, the
Mbc peak and width, as well as the "E peak, widths, and
core fraction (96.5%) are fixed at the values determined
from the  0 fit.

The results of the fits are presented in Table I.
Figures 2(a)–2(c) show the Mbc, M!!!"J= , and "E
signal-band projections for the M # 3872 MeV signal
region, respectively. The superimposed curves indicate
the results of the fit. There are clear peaks with consistent
yields in all three quantities. The signal yield of 35:7'
6:8 events has a statistical significance of 10:3$, deter-
mined from

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

"2 ln%L0=Lmax&
p

, where Lmax and L0 are
the likelihood values for the best-fit and for zero-signal
yield, respectively. In the following we refer to this as the
X%3872&.

We determine the mass of the signal peak relative to
the well measured  0 mass:

MX # Mmeas
X "Mmeas

 0 !MPDG
 0

# 3872:0' 0:6%stat& ' 0:5%syst& MeV:

Since we use the precisely known value of the  0 mass [9]
as a reference, the systematic error is small. The M 0

measurement, which is referenced to the J= mass that
is 589 MeV away, is "0:5' 0:2 MeV from its world-
average value [12]. Variation of the mass scale from M 0

toMX requires an extrapolation of only 186 MeVand, thus,
the systematic shift in MX can safely be expected to be
less than this amount.We assign 0.5 MeVas the systematic
error on the mass.

The measured width of the X%3872& peak is $ # 2:5'
0:5 MeV, which is consistent with the MC-determined
resolution and the value obtained from the fit to the  0
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FIG. 1. Distribution of M%!!!"‘!‘"& "M%‘!‘"& for se-
lected events in the "E-Mbc signal region for (a) Belle data
and (b) generic B- !BB MC events.

TABLE I. Results of the fits to the  0 and M # 3872 MeV
regions. The errors are statistical only.

Quantity  0 region M # 3872 MeV region

Signal events 489' 23 35:7' 6:8
Mmeas
!!!"J= peak 3685:5' 0:2 MeV 3871:5' 0:6 MeV
$M!!!"J= 3:3' 0:2 MeV 2:5' 0:5 MeV

P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
31 DECEMBER 2003VOLUME 91, NUMBER 26
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D0 PRL 98, 132002 (2007)

If there are multiple candidates in a single event (about
9% of the events), we select the candidate with the smallest
value of j!Ej. We optimize the signal selection criteria by
maximizing the ratio nmc

s =!a=2" !!!!!!!!
nmc
b

p # [18], where a $ 3
represents the desired significance of signal-to-background
ratio in the number of sigmas and nmc

s (nmc
b ) are the number

of reconstructed MC signal (background) events. The op-
timization is performed by varying the selected ranges of
!E, jmES %mBj, X!3872#, and K0

S candidate masses, the
K0
S flight significance, and the particle identification (PID)

selection requirements for the leptons, pions, and charged
kaons. The criteria j!Ej< 20 MeV and jmES %mBj<
6 MeV=c2, which represent about 3 standard deviations
of the resolution of the quantities, were found to be optimal
for selecting signal events.

We extract the number of signal events with an ex-
tended, unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to the mX distri-
bution, where mX is the J= !"!% invariant mass.

The probability density function (PDF), normalized to
the total number of events, is P !mX# $

P
tntP t!mX#where

nt is the number of events of category t and P t is the
associated PDF. We consider only two different event
categories: signal and combinatorial background (which
arises mainly from B decays). The signal PDF is modeled
by a Lorentzian function that describes both the natural
width and the experimental resolution. We model combi-
natorial background events by a linear function in mX. For
the neutral mode fit, the width of the Lorentzian has been
fixed to the value obtained from the charged mode fit.

The fit is performed in the region 3:8<mX <
4:0 GeV=c2, after applying the optimized selection criteria
on all other variables. The signal region projections of the
one-dimensional fit to the data are shown in Fig. 1 for the
B" (top) and B0 (bottom) modes. We obtain 93:4& 17:2
signal events for the B" mode (n"s ) and 9:4& 5:2 signal
events for the B0 mode (n0s ). We interpret the observed
events in either mode as the X!3872#. Results are summa-
rized in Table I. We fit the J= !"!% system invariant
mass in the mES sideband region (mES < 5:27 GeV=c2)
and observe no signal.

The efficiency is determined from MC samples with a
X!3872# signal of zero natural width at 3:872 GeV=c2. The
decay model consists of the sequential isotropic decays
B! X!3872#K, X!3872# ! J= "0, and "0 ! !"!%.
This yields a more accurate description of the observed
!"!% invariant mass distribution [4], compared to a three-
body decay. Efficiencies are corrected for the small differ-
ences (0.3%) in K0

S reconstruction efficiencies that are
found by comparing data and MC control samples. The
final reconstruction efficiencies are !20:60& 0:10#% for
the B" ! X!3872#K" mode and !14:50& 0:09#% for the
B0 ! X!3872#K0

S mode, where the errors are dominated by
the size of the signal MC samples.
The fit is validated with MC experiments, where we

embed samples of the number of expected signal events
into MC background samples. On average, the number of
signal events found is in good agreement with the signal
sample size. The fit is further validated with a set of
parametrized MC experiments, based on the signal PDF
parameters, which return the number of input signal events
with no significant bias.
The systematic errors on the branching fraction are

summarized in Table II. They include uncertainties in the
number of B "B events, secondary branching fractions [16],
efficiency calculations due to limitedMC statistics, theMC
decay model of the X!3872#, PID, charged particle track-
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FIG. 1 (color online). Fits to the m!J= !"!%# distributions of (top) B" ! X!3872#K" and (bottom) B0 ! X!3872#K0
S candidates

drawn from the 413 fb%1 sample. The dashed line represents the combinatorial background PDF and the solid line the sum of
background plus the signal PDF.

TABLE I. Fit results for both B" ! X!3872#K" and B0 !
X!3872#K0

S modes. In the fit to the B0 mode, the width is fixed to
the value obtained from the B" mode. Errors are statistical only.
The mass measurements are subsequently corrected.

B" ! X!3872#K" B0 ! X!3872#K0
S

Parameters
mX;fit 3870:86& 0:60 3868:13& 1:53
mX Lorentz #fit 5:43& 1:52 Fixed to 5.43
Linear background
slope %0:30& 0:04 %0:28& 0:03

Yields
Signal nS 93:4& 17:2 9:4& 5:2

STUDY OF B! X!3872#K, WITH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 77, 111101(R) (2008)

RAPID COMMUNICATIONS

111101-5

BaBar
PRD 77, 111101(R)  (2008)

CMS JHEP 04, 154 (2013)

Mike Williams
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X(3872)
Properties of the X(3872):

CDF angular analysis of the decay 
B→X(J/ψππ)K rules out all but JPC = 
1++ and 2-+.

LHCb determined the quantum 
numbers via angular analysis of the 
decay B→X(J/ψππ)K to be JPC=1++.

❖ Seen decaying into J/ψππ (mostly J/ψρ), J/ψω, D*0D0, J/ψƔ, ψ(2S)Ɣ. 

❖ M = 3871.68±0.17 MeV [c.f. M(D*)+M(D)=3871.85±0.20 MeV].

❖ Γ < 1.2 MeV (very narrow).Combinations of K!!"!! candidates that are consis-
tent with originating from a common vertex with
"2
vtx#K!!"!!$=ndf < 9, with each charged hadron (h)

separated from all PVs ["2
IP#h$> 9] and having pT#h$>

0:25 GeV, are selected. The quantity "2
IP#h$ is defined as

the difference between the "2 of the PV reconstructed with
and without the considered particle. Kaon and pion candi-
dates are required to satisfy ln%L#K$=L#!$&> 0 and <5,
respectively, where L is the particle identification like-
lihood [22]. If both same-sign hadrons in this combination
meet the kaon requirement, only the particle with higher
pT is considered a kaon candidate. We combine J=c
candidates with K!!"!! candidates to form B! candi-
dates, which must satisfy "2

vtx#J=cK!!"!!$=ndf < 9,
pT#B!$> 2 GeV and have decay time greater than
0.25 ps. The J=cK!!"!! mass is calculated using the
known J=c mass and the B vertex as constraints.

Four discriminating variables (xi) are used in a like-
lihood ratio to improve the background suppression: the
minimal "2

IP#h$, "2
vtx#J=cK!!!!"$=ndf, "2

IP#B!$, and
the cosine of the largest opening angle between the J=c
and the charged-hadron transverse momenta. The latter
peaks at positive values for the signal, as the B! meson
has a high transverse momentum. Background events in
which particles are combined from two different B decays
peak at negative values, while those due to random combi-
nations of particles are more uniformly distributed. The
four 1D signal probability density functions (PDFs)
P sig#xi$ are obtained from a simulated sample of B! !
c #2S$K!, c #2S$ ! !!!"J=c decays, which are kine-
matically similar to the signal decays. The data sample of
B! ! c #2S$K! events is used as a control sample for
P sig#xi$ and for systematic studies in the angular analysis.

The background PDFs P bkg#xi$ are obtained from the data

in the B! mass sidebands (4.85–5.10 and 5.45–6.50 GeV).
We require "2

P4
i'1 ln%P sig#xi$=P bkg#xi$&< 1:0, which

preserves about 94% of the X#3872$ signal events.
About 38000 candidates are selected in a (2#

mass range around the B! peak in the M#J=c!!!"K!$
distribution, with a signal purity of 89%. The !M '
M#!!!"J=c $ "M#J=c $ distribution is shown in
Fig. 1. Fits to the c #2S$ and X#3872$ signals are shown
in the insets. A Crystal Ball function [23] with symmetric
tails is used for the signal shapes. The background is
assumed to be linear. The c #2S$ fit is performed in the
539.2–639.2 MeV range leaving all parameters free to vary.
It yields 5642( 76 signal (230( 21 background) candi-
dates with a !M resolution of #!M ' 3:99( 0:05 MeV,
corresponding to a signal purity of 99.2% within a
(2:5#!M region. When fitting in the 723–823 MeV
range, the signal tail parameters are fixed to the values
obtained in the c #2S$ fit, which also describe well
the simulated X#3872$ signal distribution. The fit yields
313( 26 B! ! X#3872$K! candidates with a resolution
of 5:5( 0:5 MeV. The number of background candidates

is 568( 31 including the sideband regions. The signal
purity is 68% within a (2:5#!M signal region. The domi-
nant source of background is from B! ! J=cK1#1270$!,
K1#1270$! ! K!!!!" decays, as found by studying the
K!!!!" mass distribution.
The angular correlations in the B! decay carry infor-

mation about the X#3872$ quantum numbers. To discri-
minate between the 1!! and 2"! assignments, we use a
likelihood-ratio test, which in general provides the most
powerful discrimination between two hypotheses [24].
The PDF for each JPC hypothesis JX is defined in the
5D angular space " ) #cos$X; cos$!!;!%X;!!; cos$J=c ;
!%X;J=c $ by the normalized product of the expected
decay matrix element (M) squared and of the reconstruc-
tion efficiency (&), P #"jJX$ ' jM#"jJX$j2&#"$=I#JX$,
where I#JX$ '

R jM#"jJX$j2&#"$d". The efficiency is
averaged over the!!!" mass [M#!!$] using a simulation
[25–29] that assumes the X#3872$ ! '#770$J=c ,
'#770$ ! !!!" decay [7,17,30]. The observed M#!!$
distribution is in good agreement with this simulation. The
line shape of the '#770$ resonance can change slightly
depending on the spin hypothesis. The effect on &#"$ is
found to be very small and is neglected. We follow the
approach adopted in Ref. [13] to predict the matrix ele-
ments. The angular correlations are obtained using the
helicity formalism,

jM#"jJX$j2 '
X

!()'"1;!1

!!!!!!!!
X

(J=c ;(!!'"1;0;!1

A(J=c ;(!!

*DJX
0;(J=c"(!!

#%X; $X;"%X$
*D1

(!!;0
#%!!; $!!;"%!!$

*D1
(J=c ;!()

#%J=c ; $J=c ;"%J=c $
!!!!!!!!

2
;

)  [MeV]!) - M(J/!J/-"+"M(
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FIG. 1 (color online). Distribution of !M for B! !
J=cK!!!!" candidates. The fits of the c #2S$ and X#3872$
signals are displayed. The solid blue, dashed red, and dotted
green lines represent the total fit, signal component, and back-
ground component, respectively.

PRL 110, 222001 (2013) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
31 MAY 2013

222001-2

isospin violation C=+

PRL 110, 222001 (2013) [LHCb-PAPER-2013-001]

PRL 98, 132002 (2007)

Mike Williams

Confirmed this year that higher L states don’t spoil this. [LHCb-PAPER-2015-015]
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Figure 14. Summary of the charmonium spectrum up to around 4.5 GeV labelled by JPC . The
red and green boxes are the masses calculated on the 243 volume; black lines are experimental
values from the PDG [21]. We show the calculated (experimental) masses with the calculated
(experimental) ⌘c mass subtracted. The vertical size of the boxes represents the one sigma statistical
uncertainty on either side of the mean. The dashed lines indicate the lowest non-interacting DD̄

and DsD̄s levels using the D and Ds masses measured on the 163 ensemble (fine green dashing)
and using the experimental masses (coarse grey dashing).

was interpreted further in Ref. [30]. In comparison, apart from being a dynamical calcu-

lation, the current work uses a larger basis of operators and these operators have been

constructed so as to facilitate the identification of the continuum spin of the extracted

states. This means that we can precisely extract a much larger number of excited states

and states with high spin, and reliably identify their continuum JPC .

Results from an N
f

= 2 calculation (dynamical up and down quarks but quenched

strange quarks) of excited charmonia are presented in Ref. [9] using isotropic lattices with

a few di↵erent lattice spacings and m
⇡

. They also consider mixing with light mesons in

the pseudoscalar channel and mixing with some low-lying multi-mesons states in a few

channels. In addition, preliminary results from dynamical (N
f

= 2 + 1) calculations of

excited charmonium spectra have been presented in Ref. [8]. A range of pion masses and

lattice spacings are considered and chiral and continuum extrapolations are attempted.

However, both these references use a smaller operator basis compared to ours making a

robust identification of the continuum spin of the extracted states di�cult. Therefore a

limited number of states can be reliably extracted and in particular the lightest exotic

– 20 –

8

Charmonium
Recent LQCD predictions for the charmonium spectrum:

Not a perfect fit but could be charmonium. Other options?

experiment
Lattice QCD

X(3872)

M is lower than 
expected and large 
isospin violation?

HPC
Liu et al. 

[arXiv:1204.5425]

M(D*)+M(D)

Mike Williams
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Molecule

Recall that M(X) = 3871.68±0.17 MeV, while M(D*)+M(D)=3871.85±0.20 MeV.  
The similarity here immediately sparked interest in the idea that the X is really 
a meson molecule.

D*0

D0

If it is a molecule the binding energy is only 0.17±0.26 MeV ... which means 
it’s huge (bigger than Pb).  The quantum numbers are what is needed for this 
interpretation (prompt production suggestive this is not the true X nature). 

Mike Williams
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Radiative Decays

LHCb result rules out the pure molecule interpretation of the X(3872).

Unlikely to be a tetraquark (where charged partners?), possibly cc+cusp/molecule?  See 
talk by D. Mohler (yesterday) for details on very recent studies of the X(3872) on the lattice.

PRL 102, 132001 (2009)

PRL 107, 091803 (2011)

[LHCb-PAPER-2014-008]

The ratio Γ(X→ψ(2S)Ɣ)/Γ(X→J/ψƔ) is a good probe of the internal structure.

Mike Williams
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Z(4430)±

First seen by Belle in 2008 but not 
confirmed by BaBar.  More recent result 
from Belle still sees state but looks 
much different.  Model-dependent 
amplitude analysis prefers JP=1+ 

(doesn’t rule out all other options).

mass to be greater than 0.44 GeV and jM!!"!#‘"‘#$ #
M!‘"‘#$ # 0:589 GeVj< 0:0076 GeV, which is %2:5",
where " is the rms resolution.

We suppress continuum e"e# ! q !q events, where q &
u, d, s or c, by requiring R2 < 0:4, where R2 is the second
normalized Fox-Wolfram event-shape moment [19]. We
also require j cos#Bj< 0:9, where #B is the angle between
the B meson and e" beam directions [20].

We identify B mesons using the beam-constrained mass

Mbc &
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
E2

beam # p2
B

q
and the energy difference "E &

Ebeam # EB, where Ebeam is the c.m.s. beam energy, pB
is the vector sum of the c.m.s. momenta of the B meson
decay products and EB is their c.m.s. energy sum. We
select events with jMbc #mBj< 0:0071 GeV (mB &
5:279 GeV, is the world-average B-meson mass [21]) and
j"Ej< 0:034 GeV, which are%2:5"windows around the
nominal peak values.

The invariant mass of the selected B! K! 0 candidate
tracks is kinematically constrained to equal mB. This im-
proves the  0 ! ‘"‘# (J= ! ‘"‘#) mass resolution to
" & 4:4 MeV (5.3 MeV). We require M!‘"‘#$ computed
with the fitted lepton four-vectors to be within %2:5" of
m 0 (mJ= ), the world-average  0 (J= ) mass [21].

For the  0 ! ‘"‘# mode we compute M!! 0$
as M!!‘"‘#$ #M!‘"‘#$ "m 0 ; for  0 ! !"!#J= 
decays, we use M!! 0$ & M!!!"!#J= $ #
M!!"!#J= $ " m 0 . Simulations of the two  0 decay
modes indicate that the experimental resolution for
M!!" 0$ is " ’ 2:5 MeV for both modes.

Figure 1 shows a Dalitz plot of M2!K!"$ (horizontal)
vs: M2!!" 0$ (vertical) for the B! K!" 0 candidate

events. Here, a distinct band at M2
K! ’ 0:8 GeV2, corre-

sponding to B! K'!890$ 0; K'!890$! K!, is evident.
In addition, there are signs of a K'2!1430$ signal near
M2
K! & 2:0 GeV2. The B! K'!890$ 0 events are used

to calibrate the Mbc and "E peak positions and widths.
Some clustering of events in a horizontal band is evident

in the upper half of the Dalitz plot near M2!! 0$ ’
20 GeV2. To study these events with the effects of the
known K! resonant states minimized, we restrict our
analysis to the events with jM!K!$ #mK'!890$j (
0:1 GeV and jM!K!$ #mK'2!1430$j ( 0:1 GeV. In the fol-
lowing, we refer to this requirement as the K' veto.

The open histogram in Fig. 2 shows the M!!" 0$ dis-
tribution for selected events with the K' veto applied. The
bin width is 10 MeV. The shaded histogram shows the
scaled distribution from "E sidebands (j"E% 0:070j<
0:034 GeV). Here a strong enhancement is evident near
M!! 0$ ) 4:43 GeV.

We perform a binned maximum-likelihood fit to the
M!! 0$ invariant mass distribution using a relativistic
S-wave Breit Wigner (BW) function to model the peak
plus a smooth phase-space-like function fcont!M$, where
fcont!M$ &N contq'!Q1=2 " A1Q3=2 " A2Q5=2$. Here q'

is the momentum of the !" in the ! 0 rest frame and Q &
Mmax #M, where Mmax & 4:78 GeV is the maximum
M!! 0$ value possible for B! K! 0 decay. The normal-
ization N cont and two shape parameters A1 and A2 are free
parameters in the fit. This form for fcont!M$ is chosen
because it mimics two-body phase-space behavior at the
lower and upper mass boundaries. [Since the M!! 0$

FIG. 1. The M2!K!$ (horizontal) vs M2!! 0$ (vertical)
Dalitz-plot distribution for B0 ! K#!" 0 candidate events.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The M!!" 0$ distribution for events in
the Mbc # "E signal region and with the K' veto applied. The
shaded histogram show the scaled results from the "E sideband.
The solid curves show the results of the fit described in the text.
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band. The dashed curves show the reflection from K!!

assuming a flat cos"K distribution. The solid curves are
obtained by weighting each event according to Eq. (35).
The shaded bands associated with the solid curves indicate
the effect of interpolation using "1# normalized moment
values, as described above.

We emphasize that the absolute normalization of the
curves shown in Figs. 21(a) and 21(b) is established by
the scale factor used to normalize each of our ten-million-

event MC samples to the corresponding corrected number
of events, as shown in Figs. 17(a) and 17(b), respectively.
Comparison of the dashed and solid curves of Fig. 21

shows that it is important to modulate the cos"K distribu-
tions using the normalized moment weights of Eq. (35).
Since the individual Pi#cos"K$ functions integrate to zero
over cos"K, the incorporation of the wj weights does not
affect the distributions of Fig. 17. This also means that the
associated dashed and solid curves of Fig. 21 integrate to
the same total number of events.
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parameters varied in accordance with the correlation co-
efficients) and performing the fit to the data. The maximal
deviations are considered as systematic uncertainty.

C. Efficiency and branching fractions

We use the signal density function determined from the
fits to calculate the efficiency

!0 !
R
S"!#!"!#d!R

S"!#d! ; (11)

where !"!# is the phase-space-dependent efficiency. The
reconstruction efficiency is found to be "28:3$ 1:2#%. The
central value is calculated for the default model with Z%

(JP ! 1&). The error includes the uncertainty in track
reconstruction efficiency (1.4%), the error from the particle
identification efficiency difference between MC and data
(3.8%) and the uncertainty due to the amplitude model
dependence (0.5%). The error due to MC statistics is
negligibly small. The efficiency includes the correction
for the difference between the particle identification
efficiency in MC and data, "94:2$ 3:5#%.
Using the obtained efficiency and the branching frac-

tions of c 0 decays to e&e% and "&"% [15], we determine

B"B0 ! c 0K&#%# 'B"c 0 ! ‘&‘%#
! "9:12$ 0:30$ 0:51# ' 10%6
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FIG. 7 (color online). Projection of the fit results with the K(

veto. The legend is the same as in Fig. 6.
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TABLE IV. Model dependence of the Z"4430#% significance.

Model 0% 1% 1& 2% 2&

Without K("1410# 3:8$ 3:4$ 6:9$ 2:1$ 1:0$
Without K(

0"1430# 4:9$ 3:5$ 7:4$ 1:4$ 1:0$
Without K("1680# 4:2$ 3:3$ 7:2$ 2:6$ 1:4$
With K(

3"1780# 2:9$ 3:1$ 5:2$ 2:2$ 1:6$
LASS 4:3$ 3:5$ 6:2$ 2:9$ 1:6$
Partial wave amplitudes 4:6$ 3:5$ 6:8$ 2:4$ 1:8$
Free masses and widths 4:8$ 3:5$ 6:4$ 2:7$ 2:0$
Free r 4:1$ 3:7$ 6:4$ 2:4$ 1:9$
Nonresonant ampl. (S) 5:1$ 3:6$ 6:8$ 2:7$ 1:7$
Nonresonant ampl. (S,P) 5:4$ 3:6$ 6:9$ 3:0$ 2:2$
Nonresonant ampl. (S,P,D) 3:6$ 2:7$ 5:6$ 2:2$ 1:4$
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FIG. 9. Comparison of the 0% and 1& hypotheses in the default
model. The histograms are distributions of ""%2 lnL# in MC
pseudoexperiments generated in accordance with the fit results
with 0% (open histogram) and 1& (hatched histogram) signals.
The ""%2 lnL# value observed in data is indicated with an
arrow.

K. CHILIKIN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 88, 074026 (2013)

074026-8

Belle
PRL 100, 142001 (2008)

K* veto region
M=4433±4 MeV
Γ=45±35 MeV

BaBar, PRD 79, 112001 (2009)

Belle
PRL 100, 142001 (2013)

K* veto region
M=4485±36 MeV
Γ=200±58 MeV
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Z(4430)±@LHCb
LHCb has 125k signal candidates (~12x more stats than Belle or BaBar):

Smaller background than B factories in hostile LHC environment!
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Model-independent Z amplitude fits:

Argand diagram shows clear resonant behavior!
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Many other recent results that I don’t have time to cover properly ...

Etc

❖Belle claims observation of Z(4430)→J/ψπ 
and a new charged Z(4200) state.

❖BES and Belle observe a number of neutral Zc 
states, e.g., Z(3900).

❖Belle also observes Zb states decaying into 
ϒπ and B*B(*).

❖Nature of these states is unclear.

❖LHCb has observed many new cs, cl, bl and 
bll (l=u,d) states in largely unexplored territory.

It’s Particle_Zoo_v2.0 in heavy flavor ...
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At 4.26 GeV: PRL. 110, 252001 
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• 159  49 events 
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•  = 461020 MeV 

• 307  48 events 

• >8 

ISR: PRL 110, 252002 

exotic charmonium-like at BESIII 2015/3/23 
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Hybrids: light-quark sector expect 3 iso-vector + 2 iso-scalar states for each JP.
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Lattice QCD

M. R. Shepherd
Jefferson Lab PAC39

June 20, 2012

Lattice QCD Predictions
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Majority of experimental data to date is related to one state, the π1.

J. Dudek 
PRD 84, 074023 (2011)
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Experimental evidence for π1 pole(s) (see Meyer, Van Haarlem [1004.5516]).
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Hybrid Decays
Key exotic hybrid decay modes

5

TABLE I. A compilation of exotic quantum number hybrid approximate masses, widths, and decay predictions. Masses are
estimated from dynamical LQCD calculations with M⇡ = 396 MeV/c2 [3]. The PSS (Page, Swanson and Szczepaniak) and
IKP (Isgur, Kokoski and Paton) model widths are from Ref. [22], with the IKP calculation based on the model in Ref. [23].
The total widths have a mass dependence, and Ref. [22] uses somewhat di↵erent mass values than suggested by the most recent
lattice calculations [3]. Those final states marked with a dagger (†) are ideal for experimental exploration because there are
relatively few stable particles in the final state or moderately narrow intermediate resonances that may reduce combinatoric
background. (We consider ⌘, ⌘0, and ! to be stable final state particles.)

Approximate JPC Total Width (MeV) Relevant Decays Final States

Mass (MeV) PSS IKP

⇡1 1900 1�+ 80� 170 120 b1⇡
†, ⇢⇡†, f1⇡

†, a1⌘, ⌘
0⇡† !⇡⇡†, 3⇡†, 5⇡, ⌘3⇡†, ⌘0⇡†

⌘1 2100 1�+ 60� 160 110 a1⇡, f1⌘
†, ⇡(1300)⇡ 4⇡, ⌘4⇡, ⌘⌘⇡⇡†

⌘0
1 2300 1�+ 100� 220 170 K1(1400)K

†, K1(1270)K
†, K⇤K† KK⇡⇡†, KK⇡†, KK!†

b0 2400 0+� 250� 430 670 ⇡(1300)⇡, h1⇡ 4⇡

h0 2400 0+� 60� 260 90 b1⇡
†, h1⌘, K(1460)K !⇡⇡†, ⌘3⇡, KK⇡⇡

h0
0 2500 0+� 260� 490 430 K(1460)K, K1(1270)K

†, h1⌘ KK⇡⇡†, ⌘3⇡

b2 2500 2+� 10 250 a2⇡
†, a1⇡, h1⇡ 4⇡, ⌘⇡⇡†

h2 2500 2+� 10 170 b1⇡
†, ⇢⇡† !⇡⇡†, 3⇡†

h0
2 2600 2+� 10� 20 80 K1(1400)K

†, K1(1270)K
†, K⇤

2K
† KK⇡⇡†, KK⇡†

the production mechanism of GlueX is complementary
to that of charmonium decay or pion beam production
and is thought to enhance hybrid production, it is essen-
tial that the detector capability and statistical precision
of the data set be competitive with other contemporary
experiments in order to maximize the collective experi-
mental knowledge of the meson spectrum.

Given the numerous discoveries of unexpected, appar-
ently non-qq̄ states in the charmonium spectrum, a state
that has attracted a lot of attention in the ss̄ spectrum
is the Y (2175), which is assumed to be an ss̄ vector me-
son (1��). The Y (2175) (also denoted as �(2170)) has
been observed to decay to ⇡⇡� and has been produced in
both J/ decays [10] and e

+
e

� collisions [11, 12]. The
state is a proposed analogue of the Y (4260) in charmo-
nium, a state that is also about 1.2 GeV heavier than the
ground state triplet (J/ ) and has a similar decay mode:
Y (4260) ! ⇡⇡J/ [13–16]. The Y (4260) has no obvi-
ous interpretation in the charmonium spectrum and has
been speculated to be a hybrid meson [17–20], which, by
loose analogy, leads to the implication that the Y (2175)
might also be a hybrid candidate. It should be noted that
the spectrum of 1��

ss̄ mesons is not as well-defined ex-
perimentally as the cc̄ system; therefore, it is not clear
that the Y (2175) is a supernumerary state. However,
GlueX is ideally suited to study this system. We know
that vector mesons are copiously produced in photopro-
duction; therefore, with the ability to identify kaons, a
precision study of the 1��

ss̄ spectrum can be conducted
withGlueX. Some have predicted [21] that the potential
hybrid nature of the Y (2175) can be explored by study-
ing ratios of branching fractions into various kaonic final
states. In addition, should GlueX be able to conclude
that the Y (2175) is in fact a supernumerary vector me-
son, then a search can be made for the exotic 1�+

ss̄

member of the multiplet (⌘01), evidence of which would

provide a definitive interpretation of the Y (2175) and
likely have implications on how one interprets charmo-
nium data.

III. THE BASELINE GLUEX PROGRAM

A. Detector design and construction

A schematic view of the GlueX detector is shown in
Fig. 2. The civil construction of Hall D is complete and
the collaboration gained control of both Hall D and the
Hall D tagger hall in 2012. All major detector subsys-
tems have been installed in Hall D, and commissioning
with beam is expected to begin in the Fall of 2014. The
collaboration consists of over a hundred members, includ-
ing representation from the theory community.
The GlueX photon beam originates from coherent

bremsstrahlung radiation produced by the 12 GeV elec-
tron beam impinging on a 20 µm diamond wafer. Orien-
tation of the diamond and downstream collimation pro-
duce a photon beam peaked in energy around 9 GeV
with about 40% linear polarization. A coarse tagger tags
a broad range of electron energy, while precision tagging
in the coherent peak is performed by a tagger microscope.
A downstream pair spectrometer is utilized to measure
photon conversions and determine the beam flux. Polar-
ization will be measured independently by measuring the
angular distribution of pair production in the field of an
atomic electron (triplet photoproduction).
At the heart of the GlueX detector is the 2.2 T super-

conducting solenoid, which provides the essential mag-
netic field for tracking. The solenoidal geometry also has
the benefit of reducing electromagnetic backgrounds in
the detectors since low energy e

+
e

� pairs spiral within a
small radius of the beamline. Charged particle tracking

LQCD Models high-priority modes 

modes where K/π 
separation is vital

M. R. Shepherd
Jefferson Lab PAC39

June 20, 2012

Key (Exotic) Decay Modes
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TABLE II. A compilation of exotic quantum number hybrid approximate masses, widths, and decay predictions. Masses are
estimated from dynamical LQCD calculations with M⇡ = 396 MeV/c2 [1]. The PSS (Page, Swanson and Szczepaniak) and
IKP (Isgur, Kokoski and Paton) model widths are from Ref. [38], with the IKP calculation based on the model in Ref. [39].
The total widths have a mass dependence, and Ref. [38] uses somewhat di↵erent mass values than suggested by the most recent
lattice calculations [1]. Those final states marked with a dagger (†) are ideal for experimental exploration because there are
relatively few stable particles in the final state or moderately narrow intermediate resonances that may reduce combinatoric
background. (We consider ⌘, ⌘0, and ! to be stable final state particles.)

Approximate JPC Total Width (MeV) Relevant Decays Final States

Mass (MeV) PSS IKP

⇡1 1900 1�+ 80� 170 120 b1⇡
†, ⇢⇡†, f1⇡

†, a1⌘, ⌘
0⇡† !⇡⇡†, 3⇡†, 5⇡, ⌘3⇡†, ⌘0⇡†

⌘1 2100 1�+ 60� 160 110 a1⇡, f1⌘
†, ⇡(1300)⇡ 4⇡, ⌘4⇡, ⌘⌘⇡⇡†

⌘0
1 2300 1�+ 100� 220 170 K1(1400)K

†, K1(1270)K
†, K⇤K† KK⇡⇡†, KK⇡†, KK!†

b0 2400 0+� 250� 430 670 ⇡(1300)⇡, h1⇡ 4⇡

h0 2400 0+� 60� 260 90 b1⇡
†, h1⌘, K(1460)K !⇡⇡†, ⌘3⇡, KK⇡⇡

h0
0 2500 0+� 260� 490 430 K(1460)K, K1(1270)K

†, h1⌘ KK⇡⇡†, ⌘3⇡

b2 2500 2+� 10 250 a2⇡
†, a1⇡, h1⇡ 4⇡, ⌘⇡⇡†

h2 2500 2+� 10 170 b1⇡
†, ⇢⇡† !⇡⇡†, 3⇡†

h0
2 2600 2+� 10� 20 80 K1(1400)K

†, K1(1270)K
†, K⇤

2K
† KK⇡⇡†, KK⇡†

B. Non-exotic ss̄ mesons

As discussed in Section IA, one expects the lowest-
mass hybrid multiplet to contain (0, 1, 2)�+ states and a
1�� state that all have about the same mass and corre-
spond to an S-wave qq̄ pair coupling to the gluonic field
in a P -wave. For each J

PC then we expect an isovec-
tor triplet and a pair of isoscalar states in the spectrum.
Of the four sets of JPC values for the lightest hybrids,
only the 1�+ is exotic. The other hybrid states will ap-
pear as supernumerary states in the spectrum of con-
ventional mesons. The ability to clearly identify these
states depends on having a thorough and complete under-
standing of the meson spectrum. Like searching for ex-
otics, a complete mapping of the spectrum of non-exotic
mesons requires the ability to systematically study many
strange and non-strange final states. Other experiments,
such as BESIII, are carefully studying this region uti-
lizing of order 109 hadronic decays of charmonium and
have outstanding capability to cleanly study any pos-
sible final state. While the production mechanism of
GlueX is complementary to that of charmonium de-
cay and is thought to enhance hybrid production, it is
essential that the detector capability and statistical pre-
cision of the data set be competitive with other contem-
porary experiments in order to maximize the collective
experimental knowledge of the meson spectrum. Hybrid
mesons with non-exotic JPC are also expected to appear
in the spectrum in the proximity of the exotic (0, 2)+�

states.

Given the recent developments in charmonium (briefly
discussed in Section IB), a state that has attracted a lot
of attention in the ss̄ spectrum is the Y (2175), which is
assumed to be an ss̄ vector meson (1��). The Y (2175)
has been observed to decay to ⇡⇡� and has been pro-
duced in both J/ decay [26] and e

+
e

� collisions [25, 27].

The state is a proposed analogue of the Y (4260) in char-
monium, a state that is also about 1.2 GeV heavier than
the ground state triplet (J/ ) and has a similar decay
mode: Y (4260) ! ⇡⇡J/ . The Y (4260) has no obvi-
ous interpretation in the charmonium spectrum and has
been speculated to be a hybrid meson [40–43], which, by
loose analogy, leads to the implication that the Y (2175)
might also be a hybrid candidate. It should be noted that
the spectrum of 1��

ss̄ mesons is not as well-defined ex-
perimentally as the cc̄ system; therefore, it is not clear
that the Y (2175) is a supernumerary state. However,
GlueX is ideally suited to study this system. We know
that vector mesons are copiously produced in photopro-
duction; therefore, with the ability to identify kaons, a
precision study of the 1��

ss̄ spectrum can be conducted
withGlueX. Some have predicted [44] that the potential
hybrid nature of the Y (2175) can be explored by study-
ing ratios of branching fractions into various kaonic final
states. In addition, should GlueX be able to conclude
that the Y (2175) is in fact a supernumerary vector me-
son, then a search can be made for the exotic 1�+

ss̄

member of the multiplet (⌘01), evidence of which would
provide a definitive interpretation of the Y (2175) and
likely have implications on how one interprets charmo-
nium data.

IV. ⌅ BARYONS

The spectrum of multi-strange hyperons is poorly
known, with only a few well-established resonances.
Among the doubly-strange states, the two ground-state
Cascades, the octet member ⌅(1320) and the decuplet
member ⌅(1530), have four-star status in the PDG [9],
with only four other three-star candidates. On the other
hand, more than 20 N

⇤ and �⇤ resonances are rated

From LQCD Model Dependent

†experimentally promising:  few particles or narrow isobars

• Experimental requirements:

• ability to identify multiparticle final states

• high statistics:  production of heavy states is suppressed

• excellent PID -- kaon final states will be impossible in Phases I-III

High priority exotic 
search channels in 

initial running

Experimental requirements: ability to identify multi-body final states; large 
stats; and excellent PID.
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FIG. 2. A schematic of the GlueX detector and beam.

is performed by two systems: a central straw-tube drift
chamber (CDC) and four six-plane forward drift cham-
ber (FDC) packages. The CDC is composed of 28 layers
of 1.5-m-long straw tubes. The chamber provides r � �

measurements for charged tracks. Sixteen of the 28 lay-
ers have a 6� stereo angle to supply z measurements.
Each FDC package is composed of six planes of anode
wires. The cathode strips on either side of the anode
cross at ±75� angles, providing a two-dimensional inter-
section point on each plane.

Like tracking, the GlueX calorimetry system consists
of two detectors: a barrel calorimeter with a cylindrical
geometry (BCAL) and a forward lead-glass calorimeter
with a planar geometry (FCAL). The primary goal of
these systems is to detect photons that can be used to
reconstruct ⇡

0’s and ⌘’s, which are produced in the de-
cays of heavier states. The BCAL is a relatively high-
resolution sampling calorimeter, based on 1 mm double-
clad Kuraray scintillating fibers embedded in a lead ma-
trix. It is composed of 48 four-meter-long modules;
each module having a radial thickness of 14.7 radiation
lengths. Modules are read out on each end by silicon
SiPMs, which are not adversely a↵ected by the high mag-
netic field in the proximity of the GlueX solenoid flux
return. The forward calorimeter is composed of 2800
lead glass modules, stacked in a circular array. Each
bar is coupled to a conventional phototube. The frac-
tional energy resolution of the combined calorimetry sys-
tem �(E)/E is approximately 5%-6%/

p
E [GeV].

The particle ID capabilities of GlueX are derived from
several subsystems. A dedicated forward time-of-flight
wall (TOF), which is constructed from two planes of 2.5-

cm-thick scintillator bars, provides about 70 ps timing
resolution on forward-going tracks within about 10� of
the beam axis. This information is complemented by
time-of-flight data from the BCAL and specific ioniza-
tion (dE/dx) measured with the CDC, both of which are
particularly important for identifying the recoil proton in
�p ! Xp reactions. Finally, identification of the beam
bunch, which is critical for timing measurements, is per-
formed by a thin start counter that surrounds the target.
As of June 2014, the CDC, FDC, BCAL, FCAL, and

TOF have all be assembled in the hall. The beam-line in-
strumentation and the target and start counter package
remain to be installed. Both calorimeters are fully cabled
and have successfully recorded cosmic ray tracks. Stud-
ies using the tracking chambers in conjunction with the
BCAL to observe cosmic ray events are planned. Com-
missioning with beam is expected to take place in Fall
2014.

B. Proposed run plan

The GlueX physics program was presented initially to
the Je↵erson Lab Program Advisory Committee (PAC)
in 2006 [24]. The first beam time allocations were made
for the commissioning phases of GlueX after the presen-
tation to the PAC in 2010 [25]. This allocation cov-
ered phases I-III of the run plan highlighted in Table II.
In 2012, the collaboration presented a proposal to the
PAC [1] for running at design intensity with enhanced
particle identification capability (noted as Phase IV+ in

PID upgrade 
to go here

8.4-9GeV linearly 
polarized photons

Charged 
particle tracking 

in 2T B field; 
photon 

detection.
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is performed by two systems: a central straw-tube drift
chamber (CDC) and four six-plane forward drift cham-
ber (FDC) packages. The CDC is composed of 28 layers
of 1.5-m-long straw tubes. The chamber provides r � �

measurements for charged tracks. Sixteen of the 28 lay-
ers have a 6� stereo angle to supply z measurements.
Each FDC package is composed of six planes of anode
wires. The cathode strips on either side of the anode
cross at ±75� angles, providing a two-dimensional inter-
section point on each plane.

Like tracking, the GlueX calorimetry system consists
of two detectors: a barrel calorimeter with a cylindrical
geometry (BCAL) and a forward lead-glass calorimeter
with a planar geometry (FCAL). The primary goal of
these systems is to detect photons that can be used to
reconstruct ⇡

0’s and ⌘’s, which are produced in the de-
cays of heavier states. The BCAL is a relatively high-
resolution sampling calorimeter, based on 1 mm double-
clad Kuraray scintillating fibers embedded in a lead ma-
trix. It is composed of 48 four-meter-long modules;
each module having a radial thickness of 14.7 radiation
lengths. Modules are read out on each end by silicon
SiPMs, which are not adversely a↵ected by the high mag-
netic field in the proximity of the GlueX solenoid flux
return. The forward calorimeter is composed of 2800
lead glass modules, stacked in a circular array. Each
bar is coupled to a conventional phototube. The frac-
tional energy resolution of the combined calorimetry sys-
tem �(E)/E is approximately 5%-6%/

p
E [GeV].

The particle ID capabilities of GlueX are derived from
several subsystems. A dedicated forward time-of-flight
wall (TOF), which is constructed from two planes of 2.5-

cm-thick scintillator bars, provides about 70 ps timing
resolution on forward-going tracks within about 10� of
the beam axis. This information is complemented by
time-of-flight data from the BCAL and specific ioniza-
tion (dE/dx) measured with the CDC, both of which are
particularly important for identifying the recoil proton in
�p ! Xp reactions. Finally, identification of the beam
bunch, which is critical for timing measurements, is per-
formed by a thin start counter that surrounds the target.
As of June 2014, the CDC, FDC, BCAL, FCAL, and

TOF have all be assembled in the hall. The beam-line in-
strumentation and the target and start counter package
remain to be installed. Both calorimeters are fully cabled
and have successfully recorded cosmic ray tracks. Stud-
ies using the tracking chambers in conjunction with the
BCAL to observe cosmic ray events are planned. Com-
missioning with beam is expected to take place in Fall
2014.

B. Proposed run plan

The GlueX physics program was presented initially to
the Je↵erson Lab Program Advisory Committee (PAC)
in 2006 [24]. The first beam time allocations were made
for the commissioning phases of GlueX after the presen-
tation to the PAC in 2010 [25]. This allocation cov-
ered phases I-III of the run plan highlighted in Table II.
In 2012, the collaboration presented a proposal to the
PAC [1] for running at design intensity with enhanced
particle identification capability (noted as Phase IV+ in

Pb glass: 
σ/E = 

6%/√E⊕2%

4x6 cells:
σ(x,y)=0.2mm

straw tubes:
σ(r,φ)=0.15mm;
σ(z)=1.5mm.

Pb/scintillating fiber matrix:
σ/E = 5%/√E⊕1%

horizontal+vertical scintillator array:
σ = 70 ps 

(K/π separation up to ~2.5 GeV).

GlueX will provide an immense data set 
for studying light-quark physics for 
many-body final states containing 
charged and/or neutral particles.
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Physics data expected this year!

GlueX

EIC DIRC Meeting: 3.27.15 Justin Stevens,

Preliminary design complete

Focusing on mirror development currently

Have quotes from vendors for machining steps

Currently evaluating quotes for Nickel plating
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Prototype box design❖ identify exotic and super-numerary 
non-exotic mesons in the spectrum;

❖measure masses and widths of 
isovector and isoscalar hybrids;

❖study internal quark structure by 
studying strange and non-strange 
decay modes;

❖provide stringent tests of LQCD 
and various QCD models.

PID upgrade using the 
BaBar DIRC bars + 

focusing box.

There are also studies ongoing for an upgraded calorimeter that would 
expand the physics program to include rare η(‘) decays.
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Summary
Many interesting developments in exotic spectroscopy in the heavy-quark 
sector in the past few years ... and with the LHC turning back on, Belle II soon 
to take data, and BESIII continuing to run, many more are expected.

A new precision era in light-quark spectroscopy in the “interesting” region (for 
hybrids) is about to begin at GlueX.  The next few years should be interesting!

Mike Williams


